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EWoLiH LEADS Community for Practice 

The LEADS Community for Practice (CFP) is a virtual place to share experiences (discussion forums) and resources 
(library) that reflect LEADS-based leadership development and the journey of implementing/using LEADS.  Our goal 
is to provide opportunities for individuals across Canada to learn and share from one another, to truly build a 
common leadership language for Canadian healthcare. 

The overall goal of Empowering Women Leaders initiative is to achieve transformative systemic change in 
healthcare, health sciences, and Indigenous health contexts through the increased participation, visibility, and 
advancement of women in leadership positions. We aim to achieve this goal by building an active, effective and 
sustainable network and community of practice. We have curated on this platform some of the key evidence-
informed tools into a set of OVERLAPPING TOOLKITS. Watch this video to learn more: https://youtu.be/7kOkz00aujI 

To access the EWoLiH LEADS Community for Practice, you will need to sign in using your existing LEADS Canada 
member profile. If you do not already have a LEADS client account, you can create one by following this link: 
https://leadscanada.net/group/ewolih  

Steps to create a login are as follows: 
1. Enter your name, email address and choose your organization from the drop-down menu. (If your

organization name is not in the menu, please enter it in the ‘New Organization’ field)
2. Create your unique username and password and click on 'Next'.

If you already have a LEAD Canada profile, please contact Lynne Marleau to gain access to the EWoLiH LEADS 
Community for Practice. 

On your first visit, you will be required to accept the Terms and Conditions of the CFP in order to be redirected to 
the EWoLiH member homepage. 

Once logged in, you will have access to: 
 EDI Toolkit
 Allies Toolkits
 EWoLiH discussion Forums
 Additional resources.

To return to EWoLiH LEADS Community for Practice: 
1. Go to the LEADS homepage: http://leadscanada.net
2. Click on 'Member's Login' on the orange menu bar and login using the username and login previously

created.

For assistance with your membership or any technical issues accessing the CFP, please contact: 
Lynne Marleau, Manager, LEADS Canada Systems, Communications and Engagement, lmarleau@leadscanada.net  

or 1-800-363-9056 ext. 210 
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